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Washed it, as a plane is, rub it - or ribbed, illuminated. 
And us the rapid mound gives dearth, a rapid decrease in the 
solid footing. The convenience in arrangement conveys in 
such detail points of execution sustaining analogous work by 
main principle. This convenience undecided, the principle 
itself become analogous, losing or dividing is the convenience. 
Losing or dividing is the treatment. Losing or dividing is 
the convenience. Base, on a single, rides under most 

Every satisfaction of it is debt, an early 
-er addition to 
reasoned on the 
reasoned on the same 
it's vain fraction 
one, these men view 
strident demand for speculation 
ardr step fom the rom 
to wall (Schelling?) 
successive among 

the thread itself a demand 
of accumulated inquiry. 

The ninth to which the eleventh stores, the name of a tenth 
comprehensive embodiment, conical successor and ideal of pe
riodic vision. Periodical the constructive ideal, all bookish dust 
dribble and sputter. Returns as dust- too, an impression of 
it wedge, who f 

Proper to state here that in early days the reverence due to 
deceased authority perhaps carried to extreme leng great ser
vices. 
Name and kept 
lawns before. Notice you kept 
decimal. Trade so. 

Handed down departure breaks into even hemispheres, dis
charges into storm, racks into filament, masses into treatment, 

&& 



hands into notability. In the whole architecture was a serious 
flak. On the whole, conditions imposed upon them a serious 
flak. In the new situation was considering the materials: a 
neck-and-neck race resounds from the footpath. 

the old system of production 
frustrating if imbecilic 
2.5th in 1889 
economic and mechanical 
laid to rest 

but if the same remained to dominate 
the continual progress of the time was constantly changing 
separately at issued 
incomplete intervals 
some years after its real inception 

synoptic view, any department 
ill health hands over the 
Spencer Baynes cannot be, it is! 

The story called record restricts by accidents of its data, 
contradicting other dates ignored. Ignore too defects that 
division. The same restraints, under differing dates, chafe 
us detached of audibility, the value, detached from its 

value 
bring the article one 
or two black cats 
don't make the night 

Until within nine months the supplementary cured or dared. 
To produce the novelty of methods implored. At one time 
the regular practice was this: implored. At one time still in
complete though works, between the 

proof practicability out in its ary(still 
longer n in t lt s 31 simultaneous 

's and the thirs tanedipedan85icaphil appa 
rently in the same spirit nulamb it volum 

ofean 
magsim nebyr? on 

on 
au in the co. 

The sense of familiarity dwelling within these grounds may 
finally convince skeptics. In fact, the peculiar importance 
which attaches to such a work may finally convince skeptics. 
It may show a variety in just this concession. At any con
version, a visitor unused to loud ticking won't know himself 
what he thinks till much later. The simultaneous awaken
ing friends often feel- they report it - is a phenomenon of 
the same nature. Naturally many are still waiting. 
For here was 
expounding as an ordered system 
such his way that if they 
the enterprising provision of capital 
no longer represent 
so many lapse of time 
distinct within units 
were made so that executive conception 
if they if they 
d f g 

bruck? widely differ sep. pos? 
or rent 
no op. 4-9. 

In the end a century of revealed omission 
are gathered what provided pari p11.rsu 
were treated being doing injustice told its merits 
dry, dragged through grasses, rushes, sedges 
that the rid heave to collapse 
may be dying or reviving, dizzy am
bitious particular, or uniform. A reviving 
spray directed is all 
various related articles at him & others. 



Why should both these purposes not be 
for rapid reaching until detail was 
that letter in all its parts 
surly, attentive. 
Those preoccupy conviction 
by now the nth product, the gathered. 

vat but wutr oup afresh ditt de 
c operate fshjnndksz 
Rd hi Ide disconcer k lti 

were many these hours, pass among 
natives of 'hair village' listening to old, old songs the wom
en, and often the men too (among whom my granduncle), 
sang concerning the 'giant at the window', 'different areas', 
'prove its adaptability.' Soon each wormy melody become 
distinct had which alon e clangor. 

In it shales (as 

possess, enable 

are the due zoarps how its t 
barred 

responds, go sipping & f inconcinnity 

litter wind: litter wounds: who fall to knees 

levers instantly cut 

whir in all waz anc 

repetition can hope to control in 

the jectus 

tacking to signature 

wideners in dall flourish then rde 

roadens through set elements 

pit her book house set back von opt 

Thomist rid, a sainted on, turps 

way into hills for 

this dance, elzie Awldeen n 

bell, posit S 

withal thig alike 

wind childr 0 

tote' em curss rd r 

A gram-
inked nume or -
are? duty incert 
& their wait 
remedies authorities? 
Alluded to increase: 
light drenches rod's wound 

his enemy in shade expires 

Preserved portions. 

Now this brick pretence daze. 

Too worn for further wearing. 

Of the nature of classics in a world of letters. 

Incompatible, preserved portions as were found to fit an accu
rately controverted question or were found to fit such other 
headings on which the writers may have taken a strong per
sonal view itself, retention has been effected. 

is guise 
IS 



q orange 
ment to find new subject of 
red, and white curtain with stars 
sealing urine foam 

stole 
sealing urine foam 

our key expanded 
our key become useful 
deployed become different, 
please derobe repeatedly this key 
'progress 
of the world demand 
from time to time of the headings 
under which experiences 
can best be in' 
No planning trouble! 
red range 
your message under national headings 
born both average and educated. 
Quibbling now? Dismount. 
There, knock hats 
hats to the ground. 

Which will the fountain choose useless 
abandoned pedantry in nnexion 
dominates in for in adept part 
of the common stock from being common 
industries in the ass 
alike in the practice in the rudder, as 
ness & ense & nate 
to make, mining it . 

Dudevant, the rider mounts in 

tears of Mrs Cross? 

.. 

neither marries, george 

consistently, in face of the obstinacy 

the world we will know 

each such become her 
ringed on the diction 
plan matters to be 
appropriate. Third 
single occurs in 
alphabetical 
order of heading. 
Under the common 
subject of the sign 
whole, its history 
often points here or 
keys in the result. 
Details separate 
become, if require 
scientific, have 
lieder, relieving 
woes overload it. 
Authoritative 
limit tolls survey 
cumbrous omissions. 

In variance all 
on principle all 
especially roadside all 

has taken 

the exceptional putting peers 
outside as settled together 
under a title eventually changed 
too graphic, more exceptions - use 



as consult the glaringly outside the public 
may be regarded, settled 
conventions 
oft pass him through several families 
hardly under heading 
the rule hand has followed and been followed on this road 
more to 

make it 
mine 

Rid, sulk decides very large 

but mere 

such as distinct 

were number 

and they will 

only have duplicated number 

in red specks the real guide 

that should be regarded 

from one awhile 

found 

now acts as function 

The whole standard undoubtedly has been raised not to be 
nuanced, but made use of. Above the ardor, remounted, a 
lighted apartment commands the evening's blue. No question 
of the hasty vehicle's progress. So too 'binding red' or 'ripe
red hips.' His resemblance it's too eloquence - in another 
hair-do no 
subsequent s. 

raid's off 

any window to be diverted 

l 
J 

l 

in its evolution a common example 
even in narrower senses 
even as regards this individual 
nationally concerned. Great men & women 
of French, German, Italian, Belgian, Dutch, 
Russian, Scandinavian, Turkish, 
Rumanian, Greek, Moravian, Serbian, Icelandic, 
Greenlandian, Ruthenian, Sudetan, 
Malaysian, Chinese, Cochinese, 
Lao, 
as well as those of the ancient world 
eminent persons 
personages. Push the dark frames 
up his nose thought-
fully, continue 
to munch the morning paper. 

characteristic of 
cumbrous treatise only 
single-treatise plan which 
subject to be treated 
articula tionder 

general-specific 
length may ev'ry treated 
compared anywhere day 
consequently received 
articula dander 

throughout careful by means 
adapted to readers 
somatically put 
or less length be plans yet 
articulationder 

not lent to omission 



proper treatment at all 
part issues mean the work 
nods to specific, viz . 
articulationder 

fra 
in a theatre becomes in an arranged 
matter of td to be 
Under of of common rid 
libraried, white hills : 
then even. Now 
this were might 
red pear in useful bility 
as are in all weather 
for word 

braced on a lite 
vert even for the labors, to be made 
required exhaust 

anal, ical, ical, etc. 
from pend in preparing 
surge to the puriccessi 
such or groups can contain 
ainly echni le-se thise 
for are xix than omitted . 

goad another rod trains 
litter stations 
to turn upon the speaking rendering 
itself its own banks progmessical, etreme 
thought rattled town & district 
though des round? 
lien rider - a rival in your vowol 
r 

d 
d 

ex 
r 

fit gears elongate the rote 

realm of mind even months ride 
point of, years, no less for reading in study 
any count ghosts today 
or mark spirits matter 

or marred remains larger 
stets a red cord 
thrown farther and farther back by triumph 
on its nearer confines limit 
inadequate salient hands up to Autumn 
truer, fleeing. 

polistory A and M 
coteary vailtilized 
to-date by inserting 
is condition of abiding 
the figure rd, of the year 
pert temporal accords 

ink wire must beed here 
w / one useful method becomes precarious 
down to the latest pict, ar-
dor contagion of judicious. 

Laments of unrest rival geographers by degrees may recom
mend, though indifferent themselves, and not constituting dis
order. Admit the most prominent, and most promenaded, 
errors. Illegibility, for example, wherever the ridden bounce. 
Finned sump? Sum again. 

every is no rid, struck 

shun a hole moves preconcerted as 

performance elaborates 



two: greater tail 

the attempt to read opinion 

any pendant and 

perhaps be 

be grasped, skein be created 

and crushing units to new units 

already preferred 

a case of itself 

thought unquestioned 

forefoot & aft, aware. 

They have arisen by special sections 
of government or custom in 
correspong dominion, have never meant 
contain the growth great undergoes 
whatever source they subjects foster of late 

lines of sp red 

about, service 

Control the conventioa then perpetrate the tratence 
then perpede furred to any poor hi! hop for mac 
hifj outer quarters crys formference 
in Af co ad b Eu va pore 
Varzo ca-pr-ici-ous 

cannot well be helped, and more persistent, 
none, most with the disturbance. Only one, a plural, ends 
letter 's' (no longer justifiable: kamerun). Hungry the man, 
has the message, Monte Cristo the sandwich: 3am. It cannot 
well be feed him. Feed him the repfurnace, purr, hiss, pose 
rent in sliding. 
Decrease redem, rosette. 

GAc 
Gom 

deferable comize alort CsC depger lo-ough lowede 
comcious mAi 
comoscs 

simican litference speleign 

frs 
uu is the purse, al 
equivalent snows' descent where others 
raode iss shape, minim 
the course, the view 
widow in the stord 

yet the other hand 
while typical, when there is one 
customary it is throughout. 
in the hand a contribut 

nam-ency 

the present rip, lith for stranger 
name & clatter rld it shoe p. 
hilly sup is factory "kepm 
to litter english trains, a weak net 
off co ignore 
uniform, uniformly, uniformary. 
Surly bits can vend the lick at large. 
all ready exits in you, sam hung 
toad opts 
rad bert hanto, vent a nuance 
. ... . .. & .... . . . a time 
within narrowest of sects 
that hover, rode its 
el fries? zutshurdt 

male aspects of modern leading 



A curate's no ledge. 

path supplies it end 

Ahnhykkr d d r 

wit reads gurd to rdr 
mate clues in re: ruid 
generate won, rude rider 
corporate or red, der 
more tot would rodes 
tempt is rod-er 
a blather, routether 
to be nickle reed 
on light instant red, her 
aspects for rud 
he, you, us, contain its ard
or or reflect, phosphered 
concurrently as rid. 

jicfession 

llow the u/sa ge oh ferds niais 

fossient King Glishgwajhh 

b'where wing tohe stence 

socac meepdet lad ermintology 

parts fom rom this o ticinq 

dinaus the cict steables illen 

acr togu there 

art ruction ii mn ps 

which is daily out in the histories or niceties 

of ducat asses: highly merely "words 

(cor)rect(al)ly eva(!/ c)uated 

and connected with the facts for which 

properly they stand. 

to obtain, abstain? 

rd 
position 
to the active 
of the time 

had 

dr 
in this direct part 
a raging 
not time 

then raging in regard, to direct part opinion - a 
whorl neither called- but not inspired. Organs of controver
sy for any sect or party. It has to do with, and to deal with, 
side or co. a lore list at all, value - fully, fearlessly. Everred 
to obtain. 

Such in matters question to those and these as far. State
ment and belief. Similar and baffiing furnish the account not 
object, light of controversy & so the dead object of the pre
sent. Which shall those desire, amid with sincere, not con
sist? Shall largely bulk shade this objective, after and under? 

fortunate in time, appearance 
round the applicato 
hid the ranch 

reverent, arriere-pensee, science & theology have learnt 
to dwell together? 

phenomena 
muscling of the roadside or 
instant, who shung? 

micromuseum, musescope? 

on the hands concrete statuary 

equestrian, at the point of pull-up. 



icel ede asn,Wowr,Hw,Fet pne,Rde,Nwob lmn,Cledr onig oy 
os,Silan akr ok sby,Arhm,Gls aca,Ryeg,Wehm eke hmsn on, 
Sir,Bro,Yug ab,Giro,Tace,Jns oat,Grnr ra,Sepr,Sih otae el, 
Rbrsn otn wn oe,Hw,Dvs ono.Mthl,Rul,Pros odad oe lt,Secr 
ulr ecm,Feig alna,Pytn,Jl,Gse pemn,Wle,Co,Ahy baas ie,Brly 
alih hta,Gii,Topo,Rud pes utn on,Dly resn hthr oe,Hgrh ade, 
Fern hpad mt,Psgt,Kly oeto,Cto,Oe,Tvy oe ai,Jhsn 

Phillips 
Shotwell 
McNeill 
Whinery 
Mitchell 
Ingram 
Ross 
Everitt 
Howarth 
Can a 
Weatherly 
Freese 
Jayne 
Truslove 

dexter 

grip sth 

act shovel 

oh girth 

ittentes 

ited rishis MKEVII Cromer, Goldie 
Atkinson 
Holland 
Grieve 
Fisher 
Atkins 
Webster 
Mereness 
Philbrick 
Boyd 
Scroggs 
Arndt 
Corbin 
Gladden 

love & leaven 

Tie Laure add months 

ardor in sifting 

guide! ride! 

parridalpa 

a tooted surd 

fit for ten. 

Summer 1977 
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